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We would probably all agree that the willingness to work hard is a positive trait, but we would 

probably also agree that most hard work goes unnoticed!  In trying to be the change I would like 

to see in the world, I decided it would be important and good to begin recognizing the folks that 

are the very reason I have a job: the educators. 

Each month, we hand out ballots to our students to select their nominee for the Educator of the 

Month award.  The rules for voters are simple: they may voteany teacher in the 

building except the one whose class they are currently in!  They may tout the virtues of their 

teachers to other students not in their class, but voting for their own is prohibited! 

Once the votes have been tallied, the winner of the most votes will be named Educator of the 

Month so long as they did not win in the previous month.  That doesn’t mean your votes would 

be wasted, however, because the educator with the most votes at the end of the year will 

named Educator of the Year!* 

 

 

 

*Winner must be actively employed at GCI Murfreesboro to with Educator of the Year! 
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With the rules being outlined, now it’s time to officially introduce GCI Murfreesboro Campus 

February 2015 Educator of the Month… 

MICHELLE (MEME) SHAHAN 

 

 What is your name? 

Michelle (Meme) Shahan 

When did you start your journey in the beauty industry? 

I have been in the beauty industry for 5 years. I graduated high school fairly early and did a 10 

month beauty school program in the state of California. 

 

 

 

How did you hear about GCI?   

I had trained multiple  fresh graduates in the salon I worked for from GCI. 
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What do you enjoy most about teaching? 

Watching the students grow and become amazing stylist. 

What advice would you share fellow and aspiring educators? 

There is nothing better than watching a scared freshman turn into a strong senior. 

 

        

  

Want more information?  Curious about what makes the educators at Georgia Career Institute a 

cut above the rest?  Looking for that new career?  Give us a shout! 
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